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A B S T R A C T 

A nova super-remnant (NSR) is an immense structure associated with a nova that forms when frequent and recurrent nova 
(RN) eruptions sweep up surrounding interstellar medium (ISM) into a high-density and distant shell. The prototypical NSR, 
measuring o v er 100 pc across, was disco v ered in 2014 around the annually erupting nova M 31N 2008-12a. Hydrodynamical 
simulations demonstrated that the creation of a dynamic NSR by repeated eruptions transporting large quantities of ISM is not 
only feasible but that these structures should exist around all novae, whether the white dwarf (WD) is increasing or decreasing 

in mass. But it is only the RN with the highest WD masses and accretion rates that should host observable NSRs. KT Eridani 
is, potentially, the eleventh RNe recorded in the Galaxy and is also surrounded by a recently unveiled H α shell tens of parsecs 
across, consistent with an NSR. Through modelling the nova ejecta from KT Eri, we demonstrate that such an observable NSR 

could form in approximately 50 000 yr, which fits with the proper motion history of the nova. We compute the expected H α

emission from the KT Eri NSR and predict that the structure might be accessible to wide-field X-ray facilities. 

Key words: hydrodynamics – stars: individual (KT Eri) – novae, cataclysmic variables – ISM: general. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

lassical novae (CNe) are a type of cataclysmic variable that can
uddenly increase in luminosity by o v er fiv e orders of magnitude
efore fading to quiescence (Shara et al. 2012a , b ). CNe arise from
ccreting binaries (Walker 1954 ) in which hydrogen-rich material
treams from a less-evolved companion star (typically subdwarf,
ubgiant, or red giant; Darnley et al. 2012 ) on to a white dwarf
WD) via an accretion disc (see e.g. Warner 1995 ). As more matter
ccumulates, the layer at the base of the accreted envelope is
ubjected to immense temperatures and compression as a result of
he WD’s intense surface gravity and consequently becomes electron
egenerate. This leads to an irreversible cascade of thermonuclear
eactions in the form of a thermonuclear runaway (TNR) that rips
hrough the accreted envelope (Starrfield et al. 1972 ). The TNR
ushes the envelope towards the Fermi temperature whereby electron
e generac y is lifted and the material expands in response to the
igh temperatures; this is the nova eruption (Starrfield, Sparks &
ruran 1976 ). Around 10 −4 M � of material, travelling between a
ew hundred and a few thousand kilometres per second, is ejected
uring the eruption (O’Brien et al. 2001 ) forming an expanding nova
hell (see e.g. Wade 1990 ; Slavin, O’Brien & Dunlop 1995 ; Woudt &
ibeiro 2014 ; Takeda et al. 2022 ). 
The configuration of the nova binary remains unaltered following

n eruption. As such, accretion will resume after the re-establishment
 E-mail: M.W.HealyKalesh@ljmu.ac.uk 
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f the disc (Worters et al. 2007 ) and the whole process will repeat.
ecurrent novae (RNe) are the resultant phenomenon. Recent theo-

etical models (Yaron et al. 2005 ; Kato et al. 2014 ) show that all nova
ystems can accommodate these repeated eruptions and therefore
ll CNe are inherently recurrent; they simply have inter-eruptions
eriods that are far longer than the ∼100 yr of modern astronomical
ata. Ho we ver, observ ationally, RNe are defined as exhibiting more
han one eruption from the same system; ten such RNe are located
ithin the Galaxy (Schaefer 2010 ; Darnley 2021 ), with the other

wenty-three residing in M 31 and the Large Magellanic Cloud
Darnley & Henze 2020 ). As with CNe, nova shells exist around RNe;
 key difference being collisions between consecutive ejecta, which
an produce shock heating and clumping of material as evidenced
round the Galactic RN, T Pyxidis (Shara et al. 1997 ; Toraskar et al.
013 ). 
M 31N 2008-12a (or 12a) is the most extreme RN known (see

.g. Darnley et al. 2016 ; Henze et al. 2018 ; Darnley & Henze 2020 ;
arnley 2021 , and references therein). Situated in the Andromeda
alaxy, 12a has experienced a nova eruption annually since at
east 2008 (Healy-Kalesh et al., in preparation) equating to a mean
ecurrence period of 0.99 yr (Darnley & Henze 2020 ; Darnley 2021 ).
hese rapid-fire eruptions are produced as a result of the most massive
D in any known nova system (1.38 M �; Kato, Saio & Hachisu

015 ) accreting material from its companion at an extreme rate
 ∼10 −6 M � yr −1 ; Darnley et al. 2017 ). The exceptional nature of 12a
as further showcased through the disco v ery of a vast surrounding

lliptical structure (Darnley et al. 2015 ). With a projected size of
0 pc × 134 pc (Darnley et al. 2019 ) far larger than any single-
© The Author(s) 2023. 
ty. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
ch permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 

provided the original work is properly cited. 
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ruption nova shell (e.g. Bode, O’Brien & Simpson 2004 ; Shara 
t al. 2012a , b ) as well as the majority of supernova remnants (Stil &
rwin 2001 ), the first nova super-remnant (NSR) had been unco v ered
Darnley et al. 2019 ). 

Darnley et al. ( 2019 ) demonstrated, through hydrodynamical 
odelling (utilizing the MORPHEUS code; Vaytet, O’Brien & Bode 

007 ), that an e xtensiv e NSR could be created through the continual
weeping up of local interstellar medium (ISM) by the rapid-fire 
ruptions of 12a o v er the system’s lifetime. Extensive simulations
resented in Healy-Kalesh et al. ( 2023 ) exploring the influence of
everal system parameters (including ISM density, accretion rate, 

D temperature, and initial WD mass) on NSR growth found that 
ll RNe should be surrounded by vast dynamic NSRs. Ho we ver, 12a
ad remained the only nova known to host an NSR. 

KT Eridani (Nova Eridani 2009) was a bright ( V ∼ 5.42), very fast-
ading ( t 3 ∼ 13.6 d) nova (Schaefer et al. 2022 ) discovered on 2009
o v ember 25 (Itagaki 2009 ; Yamaoka et al. 2009 ). Comprehensive
hotometric co v erage of the pre- and post-maximum light curve with
he Solar Mass Ejection Imager (Jackson et al. 1997 ) instrument on
he Coriolis satellite captured the elusive pre-maximum halt phase of 
ov ae e volution (Hounsell et al. 2010a , b ). Though observationally
lassified as a CN, KT Eri is often regarded as the eleventh RN in
he Galaxy on account of the system’s characteristics, rather than the 
etection of a second eruption (Pagnotta & Schaefer 2014 ; Schaefer 
t al. 2022 ). Specifically, it is very f ast-f ading; has a small outburst
mplitude; exhibits spectra containing triple-peaked H α emission 
ith full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 3200–3400 km s −1 

nd high-excitation lines (He II ); has two light-curve plateaus and 
 WD mass of 1.25 ± 0.03 M � ( > 1.25 M �) orbiting a subgiant
ompanion ( T eff = 6200 K) with an orbital period of P = 2.615 95 d
Pagnotta & Schaefer 2014 ; Schaefer et al. 2022 ). Furthermore, 
chaefer et al. ( 2022 ) use their determinations of the WD mass and
ccretion rate (3.5 × 10 −7 M � yr −1 ) to derive a recurrence period of
0–50 yr. 
Narrow-band imaging of the surroundings of KT Eri, obtained 

ith the Condor Array Telescope (Lanzetta et al. 2023 ), reveal a vast
tructure, ∼50 pc in diameter, coincident with KT Eri (Shara et al.
023), akin to 12a’s NSR (Darnley et al. 2019 ). 
In this paper, we model nova ejecta from a fixed mass WD

n an attempt to replicate the NSR observed surrounding KT Eri.
n Section 2 , we present our hydrodynamic simulations before 
resenting the results in Section 3 . We then discuss consistencies 
etween our modelling and the observed NSR in Section 4 before 
oncluding our paper in Section 5 . 

 SIMULATIONS  

s with previous work simulating NSRs (Darnley et al. 2019 ; Healy-
alesh et al. 2023 ), we utilized MORPHEUS (Vaytet, O’Brien & Bode
007 ) to model the evolution of the NSR shell associated with KT Eri.
ORPHEUS integrates three codes, namely the one-dimensional AS- 

HERE (Vaytet, O’Brien & Bode 2007 ), two-dimensional NOVAR O T 

Lloyd, O’Brien & Bode 1997 ), and the three-dimensional CUBEMPI 

Wareing et al. 2006 ), developed by the Manchester University–
iverpool John Moores University (LJMU) Nova groups to construct 
n MPI - OPENMP Eulerian second-order Godunov simulation code. 

In Healy-Kalesh et al. ( 2023 ), the authors followed the growth
f NSRs created by nova ejecta from evolving (mass growth or
eduction) WDs. Those simulations were concerned with the extreme 
volution of NSRs as the WD approached the Chandrasekhar mass. 
or KT Eri, the much longer recurrence periods are close to those
uring early ‘steady-state’ NSR evolution. Therefore, we evolve an 
SR from a fixed mass WD (mass accumulation efficiency = 0) in
 similar manner to the simulations of the 12a NSR by Darnley et al.
 2019 ). 

We adopted the same mass-loss rate of 2 × 10 −8 M � yr −1 and wind
elocity of 20 km s −1 from the companion as used in the previous
tudies (see Darnley et al. 2019 ; Healy-Kalesh et al. 2023 , for details).

hile KT Eri has a companion with an ef fecti ve temperature that is
onsistent with a subgiant (Schaefer et al. 2022 ), we use this mass-
oss rate from the companion between nova eruptions predominantly 
or its help with computational time. The eruptions from the central
ova are then represented by an instantaneous increase in ejecta 
elocity and mass-loss rate tuned to match the eruption of KT Eri (as
escribed in Section 1 ), punctuating the wind mass-loss at intervals
iven by a set recurrence period. As in previous studies, we assume
ne-dimensional spherical symmetry for these simulations (largely 
or computational reasons). For our simulations, we have chosen a 
esolution of 1000 au cell −1 as this is able to showcase the gross
tructure of the NSR during its full evolution (see Section 3.1.1
nd Fig. 2 for a comparison between different spatial resolutions), 
hile allowing for feasible computational times. Furthermore, the 

esolution we have chosen is so much greater than the orbital
eparation of the WD and the companion in the KT Eri system
10.4 R �; Schaefer et al. 2022 ) that we can ignore any ejecta–
onor/accretion disc interaction. 

.1 Radiati v e cooling 

he role of radiative cooling in the formation of the 12a NSR was
rst explored in Darnley et al. ( 2019 ). They found that cooling had

ittle influence on NSR evolution as the annual eruptions were highly
nergetic throughout the full evolution, and did not allow sufficient 
ime for the NSR to cool. In contrast, Healy-Kalesh et al. ( 2023 ) found
hat radiative cooling has a large influence on formation of NSRs
including its radial size and shell structure) created by eruptions 
rom an evolving WD; this is a result of the long inter-eruption
eriods and low-energy eruptions during the early ‘steady-state’ 
rowth permitting sufficient time for effective cooling. As such, we 
ncorporate the same radiative cooling in this work as employed in
revious work (Vaytet, O’Brien & Bode 2007 ; Darnley et al. 2019 ;
ealy-Kalesh et al. 2023 ), whereby the Raymond, Cox & Smith

 1976 ) cooling curve within MORPHEUS is adopted. 

.2 Local ISM density 

he density of the surrounding ISM plays a pivotal role in shaping
he growing NSR (Healy-Kalesh et al. 2023 ). As such, we need to
stimate the ISM density of the immediate surroundings of KT Eri.
T Eri is situated at a Gaia distance of 5110 + 920 

−430 pc (Schaefer et al.
022 ) and lies ∼3 kpc below the Galactic plane (Shara et al. 2023).
he scale height of gas in the peripheries of Milky Way-like galaxies

s ∼800 pc (Gensior et al. 2023 ), therefore KT Eri lies approximately
 × this scale height from the Galactic plane. This indicates that the
as density in the region where KT Eri is located is ∼2 per cent
f the gas in the plane of the Galaxy in the neighbourhood of
T Eri. Direct measurements by the Voyager 1 spacecraft (Kurth 

t al. 2023 ) find the local ISM electron density (and therefore likely
ydrogen) in the Galactic plane to be ∼0.1 cm 

−3 . Therefore, we
redict the ISM density around KT Eri to be 2 × 10 −3 H atom per
ubic centimetre. This ISM density is utilized for all models in this
tudy. F or consistenc y with models in Healy-Kalesh et al. ( 2023 ), we
efer to this ISM density by the number density n = 2 × 10 −3 cm 

−3 

dropping the units) throughout. 
MNRAS 529, 236–244 (2024) 
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M

Table 1. Parameters for each simulation. Columns record the simulation 
number, recurrence period, ejecta velocity, number of eruptions to grow the 
NSR to 25 pc (the angular radius of the observed NSR around KT Eri –
see Shara et al. 2023), the elapsed (cumulative) time of the simulation, 
and the total kinetic energy (KE) released. Runs 1 � –5 � have the same 
characteristics as Runs 1–5 but the single component ejecta has been replaced 
by multicomponent ejecta as described in Section 2.4 . Run 4 † has the same 
characteristics as Run 4 ho we ver the recurrence period differs from that given 
as set by a Gaussian distribution (see Section 3.4 for details). 

Run # P rec v ej Number of Elapsed time Total KE 

(yr) (km s −1 ) eruptions (yr) (erg) 

1 5 6000 10 113 5.1 × 10 4 6.5 × 10 48 

2 10 6000 5076 5.1 × 10 4 6.5 × 10 48 

3 20 6000 2543 5.1 × 10 4 6.5 × 10 48 

4 50 6000 1019 5.1 × 10 4 6.5 × 10 48 

5 100 6000 510 5.1 × 10 4 6.5 × 10 48 

6 5 5000 11 435 5.8 × 10 4 5.1 × 10 48 

7 10 5000 5739 5.8 × 10 4 5.1 × 10 48 

8 20 5000 2875 5.8 × 10 4 5.1 × 10 48 

9 50 5000 1152 5.8 × 10 4 5.1 × 10 48 

10 100 5000 576 5.8 × 10 4 5.1 × 10 48 

11 5 4000 13 262 6.7 × 10 4 3.8 × 10 48 

12 10 4000 6656 6.7 × 10 4 3.8 × 10 48 

13 20 4000 3334 6.7 × 10 4 3.8 × 10 48 

14 50 4000 1336 6.7 × 10 4 3.8 × 10 48 

15 100 4000 668 6.7 × 10 4 3.8 × 10 48 

1 � 5 Variable 10 113 5.1 × 10 4 6.5 × 10 48 

2 � 10 Variable 5076 5.1 × 10 4 6.5 × 10 48 

3 � 20 Variable 2543 5.1 × 10 4 6.5 × 10 48 

4 � 50 Variable 1019 5.1 × 10 4 6.5 × 10 48 

5 � 100 Variable 510 5.1 × 10 4 6.5 × 10 48 

4 † 50 6000 1033 5.2 × 10 4 6.6 × 10 48 
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.3 Bulk ejecta simulations 

he first set of simulations (Runs 1–15) follow the growth of an
SR from the central nova ejecting a single bulk of material with

very eruption. While a simplistic interpretation of a nova eruption,
ealy-Kalesh et al. ( 2023 ) showed that the gross structure of an
SR is unaffected by the structure of each ejecta (see Section 2.4

or the possible impact of a complex multicomponent ejecta on NSR
ubstructure). 

We assume a static WD for our study as (i) suitable eruption
odels for KT Eri do not yet exist, (ii) it is relatively poorly studied

compared to other RNe), and (iii) its long recurrence period suggests
T Eri may be a relatively young system compared to other RNe

e.g. RS Ophiuchi, U Scorpii, and M 31N 2008-12a; see e.g. Darnley
021 ). 
For the static WD scenario, the total mass ejected during each nova

ruption can be found by taking the mass accretion rate of KT Eri
3.57 × 10 −7 M � yr −1 ; Schaefer et al. 2022 ) o v er the course of an
nter-eruption period. The recurrence period of KT Eri is predicted
o be 40–50 yr by Schaefer et al. ( 2022 ), ho we ver, with only one
bserved eruption of KT Eri, other recurrence periods are viable. As
uch, we chose to sample a range of recurrence periods: 5, 10, 20,
0, and 100 yr. 
F or the v elocity of the no va ejecta, Arai et al. ( 2013 ) report that

uring its nebular phase, KT Eri exhibited [O III ] λ4959 and λ5007
ines composed of multiple components with velocities of −2000,

1000, + 700, and + 1800 km s −1 . Additionally, Yamaoka et al.
 2009 ) report broad Balmer lines with the H α emission line FWHM
NRAS 529, 236–244 (2024) 
eing approximately 3200–3400 km s −1 alongside broad emission
ines in the 0 . 9–2 . 5 μm regime with velocities of 4000 km s −1 . KT Eri
s classified as a fast He/N nova, therefore as well as an ejecta velocity
f 4000 km s −1 (in line with the v elocities deriv ed from spectra), we
lso chose to model eruptions with feasible ejecta velocities of 5000
nd 6000 km s −1 . 

The ejecta mass, recurrence period, and ejecta velocities outlined
ere adopted to construct the characteristics of the nova ejecta in

ach of our models. The combinations of parameters for Runs 1–15
re detailed in Table 1 . 

.4 Multicomponent ejecta 

ova eruptions are comprised of multiple components of ejecta:
aterial being ejected initially at slower velocities followed by

aster ejecta at later times (O’Brien, Lloyd & Bode 1994 ). This
eads to intra-ejecta shocks that heavily contribute to the total optical
uminosity of the nov a e vent (Aydi et al. 2020a , b ; Murphy-Glaysher
t al. 2022 ). 

Accordingly, the second set of simulations (Runs 1 � –5 � ) mimic
he broad characteristics of Runs 1–5, ho we ver the single bulk
jecta detailed in Section 2.3 are replaced by a multicomponent
jecta. Specifically, each eruption is broken down into twelve distinct
omponents, with linearly decreasing ejecta velocities from 6000 to
 km s −1 o v er the same time-scale as the 3 mag decline time ( t 3 ∼
3.6 d). 
The total KE contained within the nova eruptions influences the

rowth of the NSR and its ultimate size (Healy 2021 ; Healy-Kalesh
t al. 2023 ). Therefore, we scaled the total ejected mass from the
ombined components of an eruption such that its total KE matched
he total KE of the eruption with bulk ejecta (as in Section 2.3 ). The
etails of these runs are also presented in Table 1 . 

 RESULTS  

.1 Reference simulation: Run 4 

.1.1 Dynamics 

e have selected Run 4 as our reference simulation given that the
ecurrence period of 50 yr is closest to the predicted value as given
n Schaefer et al. ( 2022 ). Each eruption from this system ejects
.785 × 10 −5 M � at a velocity of 6000 km s −1 into a prepopulated
SM with a density of n = 2 × 10 −3 (3.34 × 10 −27 g cm 

−3 ). We find
hat it would take this nova system 5.1 × 10 4 yr over 1019 eruptions
o grow an NSR to 25 pc – the radial size of the shell surrounding
T Eri (Shara et al. 2023). 
In the left-hand plot of Fig. 1 , we show the dynamics of the NSR

fter the full 5.1 × 10 4 yr including its radial density, pressure,
emperature, and velocity distribution. We also indicate the locations
f the cavity, ejecta pile-up region, and the NSR shell (confined by
ts inner and outer edge) that we refer to throughout the paper. The
adial growth curve of the outer and inner edge of the shell and the
jecta pile-up boundary is provided in the right-hand plot of Fig. 1 . 

We can see in the top-left panel of the left plot of Fig. 1 that,
longside the outer edge of the NSR shell extending to a radius
f 25 pc, the inner edge of the shell reaches out to ∼21.6 pc;
his corresponds to a shell thickness of ∼13.7 per cent. As evident
n the right-hand plot of Fig. 1 , the thickness of the NSR shell
emains approximately constant throughout its full evolution: e.g.
4.2 per cent and 13.6 per cent after 100 eruptions ( ∼4950 yr) and 500
ruptions ( ∼24 970 yr), respectively. A constant NSR shell thickness
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Figure 1. Left: The dynamics of the reference simulation (Run 4) NSR with 3.57 × 10 −5 M � yr −1 and n = 2 × 10 −3 after ∼51 kyr (1019 eruptions) with 1000 
au resolution. The regions of interest we refer to in the text are labelled. Right: The evolution of the inner edge of the ejecta pile-up region and the inner and 
outer edges of the NSR shell with respect to cumulative time. The estimated radius of the observed shell around KT Eri is indicated. 

Figure 2. Comparing the dynamics of Run 4 (resolution of 1000 au cell −1 ) 
and Run 4 with a resolution of 40 au cell −1 . 
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s reminiscent of the NSR grown around the 12a system in Darnley
t al. ( 2019 ) and during the early ‘steady-state’ evolution from Healy-
alesh et al. ( 2023 ). 
Near to the central nova, the density is high as individual eruptions

ject mass into the established structure (see top-left panel of the left
lot in Fig. 1 ). Yet beyond this, the density within the cavity drops to n
 3.4 × 10 −6 ( ∼600 × less dense than the surrounding ISM density)

t the ejecta pile-up boundary due to the high-velocity eruptions 
rav ersing the re gion with v ery little resistance. With such low
ensities in the cavity, the newly ejected material experiences close 
o free-expansion and therefore maintain velocities of ∼5800 km s −1 

ut to ∼7.8 pc, as illustrated in the bottom-left panel of the left
lot in Fig. 1 . The pressure (see top-right panel) and temperatures
see bottom-right panel) also drop precipitously across the cavity in 
esponse to the sparse levels of material here. 
After crossing the low-density cavity, the ejecta collide with the 
jecta pile-up region at ∼7.8 pc, resulting in velocities dropping 
onsiderably to ∼1800 km s −1 . As shown in the left-hand plot
f Fig. 1 , while the density increases approximately four-fold at
he border, the pressure and temperatures increase substantially to 
.2 × 10 −12 g cm 

−3 s −2 and 7.1 × 10 8 K (both o v er four orders of
agnitude), respectively, as collisions between incoming ejecta with 

he established pile-up region violently shock heats the material. 
Away from the extreme interface of the cavity and pile-up region,

he density of material within the ejecta pile-up region remains 
elatively constant ( ∼2–5 × 10 −29 g cm 

−3 ) out to the inner edge of
he NSR shell, as does the pressure (1.2–1.6 × 10 −12 g cm 

−3 s −2 ) and
emperature (4–7 × 10 8 K), though the temperature of the material 
rops appreciably ∼5 pc prior to the shell. On the other hand, due to
he ejecta interacting with both material from preceding eruptions and 
everse shock fronts, the velocity of the material within the pile-up
egion drops continuously from ∼1800 km s −1 down to ∼250 km s −1 

ithin the NSR shell. 
The NSR shell, as indicated in the top-left panel of the left-

and plot in Fig. 1 , is a high-density ( ∼1.3 × 10 −26 g cm 

−3 at the
uter edge) region comprised almost exclusively of ISM material 
wept up by the frequent highly energetic nova eruptions. While 
nly ∼4 × more dense than the surrounding ISM, the density of
he shell is up to ∼650 × and ∼2300 × greater than the pile-
p region and cavity it encompasses, respectively. In the vicinity 
losest to the inner edge of the shell, the temperature drops abruptly
rom ∼2.3 × 10 8 to ∼5.9 × 10 6 K (at the inner edge of the shell)
n the space of approximately 0.5 pc. The temperature gradient 
etween the inner and outer edge ( ∼1.9 × 10 6 K) stems from the
aterial within the shell being more and more shielded from the

igh-energy ejecta impacting the inner edge, and therefore is able 
o cool. There is a small increase in pressure near to the outer edge
 ∼2 × 10 −12 g cm 

−3 s −2 ) with the velocity remaining approximately
250 km s −1 across the whole shell. 
We explore the role of spatial resolution in this study by resimu-

ating Run 4 with a resolution of 40 au cell −1 ; in Fig. 2 , we compare
his higher resolution simulation with Run 4 (1000 au cell −1 ). The
MNRAS 529, 236–244 (2024) 
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Figure 3. Synthetic X-ray luminosity (without absorption) of the NSR grown 
in Run 4 (black), along with the density distribution of the NSR (grey). The 
dashed line indicates an interpolation as described in the text. 
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Figure 4. As in Fig. 3 but with the simulated H α surface brightness. 
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patial resolution chosen for this study does not have an impact on
he large-scale structure of the NSR. The most significant difference
een in Fig. 2 is the expected greater number of resolved individual
jecta across the cavity and pile-up boundary. 

.1.2 X-ray luminosity 

o predict the X-ray luminosity of the NSR grown in Run 4, we
dopted the same method as used previous work (Vaytet 2009 ; Vaytet
t al. 2011 ; Darnley et al. 2019 ; Healy-Kalesh et al. 2023 ). This
nvolves computing the emission measure contribution from each
pherical shell of the NSR in Run 4 before binning these contributions
nto logarithmically divided temperature bins. We then pass these
emperature-binned emission measures into XSPEC while employing
he APEC (Smith et al. 2001 ) model (without absorption) to obtain
he X-ray luminosity. The radial profile of the NSR X-ray luminosity
s shown in Fig. 3 . We have interpolated the likely X-ray luminosity
or the region between ∼7.8 and ∼13.4 pc (represented as a dashed
ine in Fig. 3 ) due to the temperatures in this region being too high
 > 64 keV) for the APEC model to predict the X-ray emission. 

We can see in Fig. 3 that the X-ray luminosity of the NSR from
un 4 is relatively high (between ∼10 20–25 erg s −1 ) at the centre
s a result of the highly energetic nova eruptions. Beyond ∼2 pc,
he X-ray luminosity drops away dramatically as the ejecta travel
nimpeded through the low-density cavity. Once the ejecta crashes
nto the high-density pile-up region border (at ∼7.8 pc), significant
hock heating occurs leading to a huge increase in X-ray emission
10 24 erg s −1 ). Shock-heating across the whole ejecta pile-up region
aintains the high X-ray luminosity up to the inner edge of the NSR

hell. Here, the density increases by o v er two orders of magnitude –
his triggers another substantial jump in X-ray emission, reaching a
eak of L X-ray � 10 30 erg s −1 at the edge of the NSR shell. 

The total X-ray luminosity from the whole NSR is L X-ray =
.5 × 10 32 erg s −1 , and so is much brighter than the predicted X-ray
uminosities of the NSR surrounding 12a: 3 × 10 29 erg s −1 (Darnley
t al. 2019 ) and 1 × 10 31 erg s −1 (Healy-Kalesh et al. 2023 ). Even
till, L X-ray for Run 4 is o v er four orders of magnitude fainter than
he typical X-ray luminosities of novae during their super-soft source
hase (see e.g. Henze et al. 2010 , 2011 ), ho we v er, does e xceed the
-ray luminosity of some quiescent novae (see e.g. RS Oph; Page

t al. 2022 ) therefore allowing for potential detection. 
NRAS 529, 236–244 (2024) 
.1.3 H α surface brightness 

s with the NSR around 12a (Darnley et al. 2019 ), the shell
urrounding KT Eri is visible through its prominent H α emission
Shara et al. 2023). We compute the H α surface brightness of Run
 by firstly following the method described in Healy-Kalesh et al.
 2023 ). Here, we place the simulated NSR from Run 4 at the distance
f KT Eri ( ∼5110 pc; Schaefer et al. 2022 ) and applied the H α

xtinction ( A H α = 0.208) toward the nova. The total predicted H α

uminosity of the NSR from this radial distribution for Run 4 is L H α

 1.1 × 10 33 erg s −1 and the vast majority of this emission emanates
rom the NSR shell. 

The simulated H α surface brightness distribution, assuming a
pherical geometry, is shown in Fig. 4 . At all radii, the dominant con-
ribution to the surface brightness is the projected NSR shell. The sur-
ace brightness close to the nova is ∼6 × 10 −16 erg s −1 cm 

−2 arcsec −2 

nd gradually increases with increasing radius, reaching
1.3 × 10 −15 erg s −1 cm 

−2 arcsec −2 at the NSR shell inner edge and
hen peaks at ∼2.1 × 10 −15 erg s −1 cm 

−2 arcsec −2 within the NSR
hell at ∼23.7 pc. Any H α contribution from ISM beyond, or in
ront or behind, the shell is not included. We note that the predicted
 α surface brightness of the shell is ∼20–50 times larger than that

eported by Shara et al. (2023). This discrepancy may result from the
ooling package employed within our simulations (see Section 2.1 ),
hereby the cooling rates are potentially o v erestimated for densities
1 cm 

−3 and not scaled for the lower ISM densities. A number of
ther factors could also have affected this estimate, including the
SM density, the assumption that the ISM is purely hydrogen, the
ssumed eruption history, but, most importantly, the assumption of
pherical symmetry of both the ejecta and the ISM. 

.2 Bulk ejecta: Runs 1–3, 5–15 

fter establishing the dynamics of a reference simulation (Run 4),
e explored NSR evolution from a KT Eri-like system with varying

ecurrence periods and ejecta velocities: Runs 1–3 and Runs 5–15.
he parameters used in these runs are provided in Table 1 and we
how the results of Runs 1–15 (with the inclusion of the reference
imulation) in Fig. 5 . 

It is immediately apparent from the top-left (6000 km s −1 in
uns 1–5), top-right (5000 km s −1 in Runs 6–10), and bottom-

eft (4000 km s −1 in Runs 11–15) plot of Fig. 5 that varying the
ecurrence period does not affect the large-scale structure of the
SR. Specifically, the cavity/pile-up region boundary and the inner

nd outer edge of the shell extend out to the same radius in all
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Figure 5. Comparing the dynamics of the NSRs grown in Runs 1–15. Top left: Dynamics of remnants grown in Runs 1–5 (including the reference simulation, 
Run 4) with a constant v ej = 6000 km s −1 and varying P rec . Top right: Dynamics of remnants grown in Runs 6–10 with a constant v ej = 5000 km s −1 and varying 
P rec . Bottom left: Dynamics of remnants grown in Runs 11–15 with a constant v ej = 4000 km s −1 and varying P rec . Bottom right: Dynamics of remnants grown 
in Runs 4, 9, and 14 with a constant P rec = 50 yr and varying ejecta velocity. 
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uns with the same ejecta velocity. Ho we ver, the longer the period
etween eruptions, the more structure we see in the cavity (along with 
 marginal amount of fluctuation in the inner ejecta pile-up region) 
s a result of resolving the individual eruptions. Within the cavity, 
he average density and velocity remain the same as the recurrence 
eriod is altered, yet the pressure and therefore temperature within the 
egion increase moderately as P rec becomes longer. Furthermore, the 
igher velocity ejecta drive larger fluctuations in density, pressure, 
nd temperature, likely because of the higher levels of KE being 
jected from each nova eruption. 

The bottom-right plot of Fig. 5 illustrates the fully grown NSR
rom Runs 4, 9, and 14: systems with the same recurrence period
f 50 yr but with ejecta velocities of 6000, 5000 , and 4000 km s −1 ,
especti vely. As pre viously found, the inner and outer edge of the
SR shells all extend to the same distance of ∼21.6 and 25 pc,

espectively, corresponding to a thickness ∼13.7 per cent (as in the 
eference simulation in Section 3.1.1 ). Though, in contrast to the 
imilarity in the dynamics of the NSRs when sampling the recurrence 
eriod (with only the cavity showing minor dif ferences), v arying the
jecta velocity produces more noticeable changes (as shown in the 
ottom-right plot of Fig. 5 ). 
Specifically, the radial extent of the cavity/pile-up region boundary 

ncreases from ∼7.8 to ∼8.1 to ∼8.3 pc as the ejecta velocity
ecreases (from 6000 to 5000 to 4000 km s −1 ) – this likely results
rom the increasing number of eruptions (and therefore the longer 
volutionary times) needed to reach the radius of 25 pc also allowing
ore time to mo v e the cavity border further. As we would expect,

he velocity of the ejecta traversing the cavity is lower for Run 14
 ∼3860 km s −1 ) than Run 4 ( ∼5800 km s −1 ) on account of the lower
nitial velocity for the former – the small drop in ejecta velocity
een in all runs is directly related to the small (but non-negligible)
esistance of the lower density material in the forming cavity. The
ifference in the velocity profile for Runs 4, 9, and 14 is maintained
hroughout the pile-up region and across the NSR shell. 

In the bottom-right panel of the right-hand plot in Fig. 5 , we see
hat the temperature across the whole NSR is cooler for lower velocity
jecta. F or e xample, the temperature of the inner ejecta pile-up (on
he border with the cavity) for Run 14 (the cyan line) is ∼3.2 × 10 8 K
MNRAS 529, 236–244 (2024) 
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Figure 6. Comparing the dynamics of the NSRs grown in Runs 1 � –5 � . Left: Dynamics of the NSR grown in the Run 4 (reference simulation) compared to Run 
4 � . Run 4 is denoted as the model with bulk ejecta and Run 4 � is denoted as the model with multicomponent ejecta. Right: Dynamics of remnants grown with 
multicomponent ejecta with varying recurrence periods (1 � –5 � ). 
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hereas the same region in Run 4 (the red line) reaches ∼7.1 × 10 8 K.
his large difference in temperature is also found in the NSR shell,
ith the lower velocity ejecta leading to cooler shells. 

.3 Multicomponent ejecta 

ere, we consider the NSRs grown with ejecta composed of multiple
omponents. As detailed in Table 1 , and by design (as the KE of each
ulticomponent ejecta matches the KE of the bulk ejecta), Run 4 � 

akes the same time ( ∼5.1 × 10 4 yr) as Run 4 (both with P rec =
0 yr) to grow an NSR to match the size of observed KT Eri shell.
he nova in this model also exhibits an identical number of eruptions

1019) to match the NSR in Run 4 and as a result ejects the amount
f KE as the reference simulation. 
We grew the NSR in Run 4 � until it reached the size of the observed

hell presented in Shara et al. (2023) as we have with all other models
n this study. Yet, despite reaching this same size (and having the same
hell thickness) as Run 4, the NSR in Run 4 � displays appreciably
ifferent dynamics. As illustrated in the top-left panel of the left-hand
lot of Fig. 6 , the boundary between the cavity and the ejecta pile-up
egion is situated ∼1.2 pc further from the central nova compared to
he equi v alent border in Run 4. Furthermore, the density within the
avity and pile-up region is approximately one order of magnitude
igher in the NSR grown with multicomponent ejecta compared to
he NSR grown with bulk ejecta. While the pressure and velocity are
dentical across the ejecta pile-up and NSR shell, the pressure in the
avity is higher ( ×2.5) in Run 4 � compared to Run 4 and the velocity
s lower ( ×0.75). As shown in the bottom-right panel of the left-hand
lot in Fig. 6 , the temperature in the cavity and shell are very similar
hereas there is a large drop in the temperature of the whole pile-up

egion. The differences in the dynamics outlined above arise from
he lower density components of the ejecta in Run 4 � being more
usceptible to radiative cooling and also the slower gas, which takes
onger to traverse the cavity. 

In the right-hand plot of Fig. 6 , we show the dynamics of the
emnants grown with multicomponent ejecta with varying recurrence
eriods in (Runs 1 � –5 � ; see Table 1 for details). In a similar manner to
he NSRs grown with bulk ejecta eruptions of the same ejecta veloc-
NRAS 529, 236–244 (2024) 
ty, we see that the remnants in Runs 1 � –5 � all share the same (almost
dentical) structure beyond the ejecta pile-up boundary. While the
elocity remains the same in the cavity for all multicomponent ejecta
uns, the pressure and temperature in this region do vary between
uns. Additionally, the density within the cavity regions are largely
ifferent: the shorter the recurrence period, the smoother the density
istribution. Large fluctuations apparent in the NSR cavity grown
rom a nova with a long recurrence period reveal individual nova
jecta traversing this region before their collision with the ejecta
ile-up boundary. 

.4 Randomly occurring eruptions 

or Runs 1–15 and Runs 1 � –5 � , we have an RN evolving with
onstant recurrence period. Ho we ver, kno wn RNe de viate from their
verage recurrence period by up to 10 per cent (Henze et al. 2018 ;
arnley 2021 ). To implement this feature, we allowed each inter-

ruption period to differ by randomly selecting the inter-eruption
imes from a Gaussian distribution with a mean recurrence period of
0 yr ( μ = 50) and a standard deviation of 10 per cent ( σ = 0.1) and
onstructed the corresponding nova ejecta. 

As shown in Fig. 7 , random inter-eruption periods selected from
 Gaussian distribution ( μ = 50, σ = 0.1) between eruptions has no
ignificant impact on the structure of the NSR (Run 4 † ) compared
o the reference simulation (Run 4; with identical inter-eruptions
imes). The number of eruptions (1033) and total time of evolution
5.2 × 10 4 yr) closely match the values for the reference simulation
see Table 1 ), as does the total KE. As the same amount of energy is
eing injected from the central nova into the surrounding ISM, it is
nevitable that an NSR with a radius of 25 pc is created in a similar
ime frame. 

The one difference between the two NSRs is the development
f some structure in the cavity and inner ejecta pile-up region.
here are small fluctuations in density, pressure, and temperature

n the cavity region whereas the more significant fluctuations in
elocity are located within the ejecta pile-up region. As the material
s being ejected from the nova at non-identical time intervals in this
cenario, a proportion of the ejecta will catch the preceding ejecta
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Figure 7. Comparing the dynamics of the NSR from Run 4 (reference 
simulation with smoothly distributed eruptions) with the dynamics of the 
NSR from Run 4 † with Gaussian distributed eruptions. 
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t random points of the NSR – this gives rise to the non-smooth
istribution of material within the structure. Ho we ver, as with all the
ther simulations, the structure of the NSR shell is unaffected. 

 DISCUSSION  

or the recurrence periods sampled in our study, we find that the
SR shell grown from ejecta with the same velocity reach a radius
f 25 pc in the same amount of time, with only the number of
ruptions changing. As such, the time taken for the NSR to grow
o the observed size of the shell found surrounding KT Eri (Shara
t al. 2023) in our reference simulation ( ∼50 kyr) is fixed regardless
f the period between eruptions. A 50 kyr time-scale also supports
he assumption that the WD in the KT Eri system is relatively young
ompared to other RNe. 

Likewise, the shell thickness of ∼14 per cent for the reference 
imulation NSR is consistent across all runs employing eruptions 
ith bulk ejecta. Though the ISM surrounding KT Eri is likely to
e non-uniform and so shapes the observed NSR into a complex 
tructure, the predicted thickness of ∼14 per cent from our model is
lose to the thickness of northern edge of the observed shell (Shara
t al. 2023). Though, unlike in Healy-Kalesh et al. ( 2023 ), we have
ot considered mass-loss occurring during prior phases of KT Eri’s 
volution. The compression of the NSR shell in the direction of
roper motion (see fig. 3 of Shara et al. 2023) may then be evidence of
nteraction with a bow shock from this earlier phase. Also, magnetic 
elds, not considered in this work, affect stellar winds which then 
ave a large impact on ISM structure (Wareing et al. 2016 ) and
onsequently the growth of an NSR shell. 

In Section 3.3 , we investigated the impact of velocity variations 
ithin the nova ejecta on the structure of the growing NSR. Even

hough we tuned the model such that the final NSR shell extended
o 25 pc, we did find that the NSR substructure is considerably
ifferent compared to the NSR grown with constant ejecta velocity 
ruptions. This is a consequence of the components with slo wer, lo w-
ensity gas being initially cooler and therefore losing energy through 
adiative cooling more efficiently than the bulk ejecta in the reference 
imulation (Run 4). In Healy-Kalesh et al. ( 2023 ), we demonstrated
hat a ‘two-component’ (rather than multiple component as tested 
ere) ejecta did not have a discernible effect on the NSR structure as,
n this scenario, the ejecta still met the criteria whereby they were not
ble to cool efficiently. The twelve-component ejecta (in Runs 1 � –5 � )
re more complex and therefore we see a more dramatic difference
n the NSR substructure due to more efficient cooling. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e have presented a set of simulations used to model an NSR found
n narrow-band imaging surrounding the Galactic CN, KT Eridani 
Shara et al. 2023). For the models with v ej = 6000 km s −1 , an
SR was grown to match the radial size of the observed structure

 ∼25 pc) in ∼50 000 yr – consistent with the proper motion history
f KT Eri (Shara et al. 2023). Additionally, the NSR shell thickness
f ∼14 per cent found in the models is in reasonable agreement with
he observed shell. 

An estimate of the integrated X-ray luminosity of the KT Eri NSR
uggests that the structure may be accessible to wide-field X-ray 
acilities. Our prediction of the H α surface brightness of the NSR
hell is ∼20–50 times larger than that measured by Shara et al.
2023), ho we ver, this will, at least, in part be due to several of our
ssumptions, most importantly that of spherical symmetry. Exploring 
ooling conditions and implementing complex ISM structure through 
iffering mass-loss phases and magnetic field shaping in future 
ork will help to reconcile our model predictions with observed 
arameters. 
We strongly encourage further observations of the KT Eri NSR, 

specially exploration of the predicted X-ray emission. 
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